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EDITORIAL

As Paul Sharrad explains at the beginning of his article (rather mysteriously entitled, ‘Sang Kanchil meets Sime Darby’), this issue grew out of an invitation to scholars of Postcolonial Literatures at the University of Wollongong to attend a conference at the Universiti Sains Malaysia on Postcolonial Literature of the Asia-Pacific region. Some of the articles in the issue are versions of papers given at the conference (in September 2010), but I took this opportunity to expand from what was primarily a Malaysian nucleus into the larger region that I have nominated ‘South-East Asia’ (including within these covers, Vietnam, Singapore, the Philippines and the Sulu-Sulawesi Seas).

I was surprised at how little I knew about the literature of the region in which I live, even of the literature produced within my own country — in part because so much of the literature written and performed in languages other than English in Australia is ‘less seen’ (in Boitrán Huỳnh-Beattie’s words) and ‘less heard’. Yet not only oral cultures, but literary cultures in numerous languages are a vibrant part of a nation that is mistakenly perceived to be monolingual (by outsiders, but also by a large portion of its citizens). This is a nation of indigenous peoples who spoke many languages (although many of them are now spoken by very few), and a nation of migrants many of whom speak a language in addition to English, or if they do not, have a parent or grandparent who does.

Although I speak and read only English with any fluency, I grew up hearing Greek, Italian, Chinese and unexpectedly perhaps, Latvian. The vocabulary of music lessons was Italian, and the language of ballet lessons, French. French was also the language of choice during the years of my high school education, German coming in well behind in second place, something that changed radically during the period of my own children’s education in which Asian languages dominated. I have also been a member of a choir for most of my life, the words of the music sung in a huge range of languages; so yes I am ‘monolingual’, but no, the everyday world I inhabit is not and never has been.

What I did not realise was the extent of literature published in Australia, written in languages other than English. Particularly exciting then is the publication in this issue of work by Vietnamese Australian poets, in the language of their composition — Vietnamese, and in the language of translation, English. Trần Lộc Bình speaks of the poet, ‘confined in the prison of words’ and when he is utterly desperate, he attempts suicide:

He put his head into the noose dangling from the ceiling of the cell
The noose was braided with words, including many foreign words
He was not dead

The poet resolves to eat himself, from the bottom up — ‘legs, groin, abdomen ...’ — until only his head remains — but what to do? ‘He cannot bite, chew and swallow his nose, eyes, ears, forehead, chin, nape and skull’, but he can eat his
lips and tongue. Now he is scared for the first time for even if he eats his lips and tongue he is still not dead and not dead means ‘He will continue to live with a head made of words, scrawny, lonely and silent’. A head full of silent words — words that cannot be spoken or heard is a scary thought — a lonely thought. So the poet decides he must keep his lips ‘to smile and kiss (if possible)’ (these actions do not require words but might alleviate the poet’s loneliness); and he decides he must keep his tongue, ‘To talk, cry and swear, when necessary’. The poet must utter. Whether we hear him or her is a matter of listening, whether we understand, is a matter of translation. Some words require more translation than others. All translation requires effort and the desire for connection.

Many of the contributions to this issue of *Kunapipi* reveal, in the words of Dolores Herrero, how the multiple histories that circulate in different societies or communities ‘overlap, intersect and compete with one another’:

They can be neither fused into a singular national (or any other kind of) narrative nor completely separated from one another or from their own particular contexts. Hence the need to create ethical discourses that incorporate the stories, desires and frustrations of the multitude of people who make up this global *communitas*. (238)

I hope that *Kunapipi* is a kind of *communitas*, and I here thank all the people who work to make it such: thank you to Greg Ratcliffe, Carmel Pass, Gerard Toomey, Sarah-Jane Burton, and all the academics who so willingly give their time to participate in the (unpaid but much appreciated) scholarly review process.

Anne Collett